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THE INDEPENDENT NEWS SOURCE
EYVIND EARLE DISNEY
MUSEUM EXHIBITION

INSIDE THIS ISSUE:
FOCUS ON FRAMING

A retrospective exhibition,
“Awaking Beauty: The Art
of Eyvind Earle,” opened in
May at The Walt Disney
Family Museum in
San Francisco, bringing
a far-reaching and much
deserved recognition to
this artist’s influential career
and the enduring impact of
his artwork. The exhibit
features some 250 of his
works. Turn to page 18.

Winning a framing competition is an honor in itself, but
it also serves as a marketing opportunity for frameshops. Our article, beginning
on page 22, describes how
the winners of this year’s
Tru Vue Custom Framing
Competition have leveraged their awards. Our
focus on framing also
includes a display of New
Products, pages 30–31.

´
RAQUEL CORDON’S
ART TAKES FLIGHT

ENTREPRENEUR
RHONDA FEINMAN

After a number of years
working on private commissions, Raquel Cordón has
launched two collections of
paintings that she is introducing to the gallery community. Full article, page 14.

Rhonda Feinman, who
founded Rhonda Feinman
Custom Frames Inc. in
2001 to offer genuine gold
leaf picture frames, talks
about her challenges and
successes. Page 25.

Blue Gallery’s newly opened second location in Delray Beach, FL.

INDUSTRY NEWCOMERS
BRING FRESH PERSPECTIVE
There has been a noticeable uptick of late in new people coming into the art and framing industry. While some are fresh out
of college and eager to learn all they can about their new profession, some are older and are opening their businesses later in
life bringing with them previous work experience. Either way, the
industry is taking notice of the unique traits that these people
have to offer. “There were some new faces that came through
the Tru Vue booth this year sell these products. Their back
at WCAF Expo,” says Jen stories seemed to run the
Gramm, director of marketing gamut from someone who was
at Tru Vue, McCook, IL. “Many starting from scratch, opening
were new business owners, a new retail shop or an online
looking to learn more about framing venture, to someone
Tru Vue products and the who recently purchased a shop
continued on page 10
tools we have available to help

QUOTE OF THE MONTH:
“The best advice I can offer
to those entering the custom
framing industry is to embrace
change and be open to doing
business in ways the industry
has never used before.”
Ken Baur, page 29.
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EXPRESSIONIST ABSTRACTIONS
BY J. FATSE

Firestorm

Contrasting color blends & textures offering endless visual experiences. The flowing
Expressionist Abstractions by American artist J. Fatse evoke numerous emotions and reflections.
To some his art triggers relaxation, to others, reminders of the sway of daily life, their gardens,
and the change of seasons. Gallery wrapped acrylic originals range from $1200-$3000.

Hawaii

Spring Morn

For purchase or representation contact Ken at

Westport River Gallery

203-226-6934 * westportrivergallery@gmail.com
www.westportrivergallery.com/fatse.html
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Art Books Sell Art
A Picture Tells
One Thousand
Words and an
Art Book Can
Sell a Thousand
Paintings
Art books are vital to expand your collector base. By sharing your story and the vision
behind your art, collectors’ attraction to your work is validated, and it is increased,
leading to more sales at better prices.
We work with artists, publishers and galleries to create elegant custom art books,
crafted to match each customer’s individual requirements. We cover all facets of book
publishing, from concept development to delivery of the printed copies.
We make it easy!

New Release.
Trim 11.75" x 9.5"
with 232 pages,
100# Gallery Art
Gloss stock.
Full color with varnish.
Cloth-wrapped hard
case binding with
laminated dust jacket.

Expand the Conversation

Call or e-mail today to learn more and find out about our $7,500 special.

Art World News
Custom Book Publishing

203.854.8566
jwhaffey@aol.com
www.artworldnews.com
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France Honors AFA
Gallery’s Heidi Leigh

ACC Takes on
Counterfeiters

Rhonda Feinman
Framing Entrepreneur

Heidi Leigh, owner of AFA
Gallery in SoHo and the
Chateau de Belcastel in
Aveyron, France, has been
awarded the Order of Arts
and Letters by the French
Minister of Culture and Communications.

The Art Copyright Coalition
invited representatives from
Amazon to its annual meeting to hear from member
publishers of a counterfeiting
issue encountered on the
site and to enlist their assistance in resolving it.

Rhonda Feinman, owner of
Rhonda Feinman Custom
Frames Inc. offering genuine
gold leaf picture frames and
one of few women owners
of a framing manufacturing
company, talks about her
challenges and successes.

Page 10

Page 16

Page 25

New Framing
Products

Calendar:
Industry Events

What’s Hot in
Open Editions

In our New Framing Products
section, we present new custom framing releases from
various companies, including
introductions of new collections and expansions of existing lines, as well as new
framing equipment.

In this month’s Calendar, a variety of industry shows are
listed, including Art Southampton, Las Vegas Market,
Seattle Art Fair, Affordable Art
Fair, High Point Market Week,
and the Boston International
Fine Art Show.

This month’s What’s Hot in
Open Editions features a variety of the latest best selling open edition prints,
some available as print-ondemand images from publishers, and it includes
contact information as well.

Page 26

Page 29

Page 30

OPEN EDITION PRINTS
Page 32

CLASSIFIEDS
Page 33

AD INDEX
Page 34

Artwork featured is
“ Reflection” by Alexandru
Darida, an oil on canvas
with gold leaf measuring
48 by 36 inches. Go to
page 8 for more details.
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IN OUR OPINION
DON’T FORGET
EVERYBODY
divisive
trend
is
emerging in the art
and framing industry
that casts a specter over its
march out of a soft economy. It’s not about technology or sales per se, but
rather, has everything to do
with the marketing plan of an
art gallery or frameshop.

A

During the murky days of
the not too distant recession, businesses struggled
to formulate an approach to
entice new customers and
retain existing clients. Under
the weight of thin budgets,
choices were difficult in
deciding which elements of
the marketing mix were
most effective while being
affordable. Social marketing
emerged as the new tool in
the kit, and heralded the
chance for retailers to maximize exposure for far less
money than traditional
promotional expenditures.
Championed as the new
way to reach previously un-

touched generations of young buyers, social marketing
began to dominate the marketing mix. However, as effective as it may be to reach
some consumers, it is quite
far from being able to reach
all consumers. Over the
last several years, due to
the inability of galleries,
frameshops, and suppliers
to expand the bandwidth of
their marketing endeavors,
they have left untouched
large swaths of buyers who
otherwise would have the
means and motivation to
spend money with them.
If a business seeks to develop success from all corners of its potential market,
it has to be certain that its
messages reach and resonate with each strata of
customer. Just as hammers
and screwdrivers have different roles and benefits, so
too, do the elements of the
marketing mix. Each works in
concert with one another to
obtain a goal. Independently
they only go so far.
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ARTISTS & PUBLISHERS
ArtProv Show for Horse Enthusiasts

Image Conscious Signs Lehnhardt

ArtProv Gallery,
Providence, RI,
hosted an opening reception in
April for “The
Horse Show,”
an exhibition of
work by at least
seven equine
artists. The concept,
says “American Pharoah–Pulling Away” by
gallery director Brian Fox, hand-embellished AP on canvas,
Michele Aucoin, 40 by 23 1/4 inches, retailing for $1,650.
was to reach a
segment of the population new to the gallery. And it proved
most positive. “We had owners, people who compete, and
those who just love horses.” To cap it off, a Derby Day reception was held the evening of the Kentucky Derby, May 6,
when local milliner Everett Hoag presented a collection
of hats available for sale. Artists featured included Brian
Fox, Melissa Mason, Alecia Barry Underhill, Mark Holme, Gin
Stone, Linnea Leeming, and Tim Tolman. Go to: www.artprov
gallery.com for more information or call (401) 641-5182.

Image Conscious of
San Francisco is representing the work of
German artist Iris Lehnhardt, whose art is an
homage to a variety of
colors, shapes, and
forms in nature. She
deftly moves between
medias, such as painting, photography, and
digital art, often combining them in her work
which she exhibits and “Soft Waves” by Iris Lehnhardt is
sells all over the world. available in sizes 6 by 6 to 34 by
Lehnhardt uses simple 34 inches on various substrates.
shapes and minimal
color for modern translation, making her work spot-on
for those who appreciate the style and design for modern
living, according to Image Conscious. The company is
making her work available as POD images on paper,
canvas, acrylic, aluminum, and bamboo. Visit: www.image
conscious.com or call (800) 532-2333 for more information.

JD Challenger at Mainview Gallery

Accolades for Alexandru Darida

Mainview Gallery in Scottsdale, AZ, enjoyed a very successful opening reception in
March with JD Challenger in
attendance for his show entitled “Capturing the Spirit of
Native Americans.” Gallery
owner David Guglielmo says,
“We had really good attendance. The gallery was full for a
good two hours and we sold
four originals, and are working
on a few more.” The work sold
at the reception ranged in price
from $8,900 to $32,000. Challenger is known for his paintings that tell the story of a JD Challenger, left, with
people rich in heritage and collectors Barbara and
traditions: stories sometimes Larry Newman.
poignant, often angry... but always powerful and demanding to be told. For more on the
gallery, visit: www.mainviewgallery.com or call (480) 990-1515.

For the second year
in a row, Alexandru
Darida has been
selected to show
his work in the
Top 60 Masters of
Contemporary art
show. The event,
sponsored by Art
Tour International
magazine,
took
place in Florence, “Reflection” by Alexandru Darida, oil on
Italy, in May, when canvas with gold leaf, 48 by 36 inches.
Darida, who represents his work through Alexandru Darida Fine Art of Chicago,
will be in attendance. Describing “Reflection,” shown, the
artist says, “The more love you reflect and thus share with
others, the more it multiplies within and that way you are part
of making peace on earth.” He uses gold leaf in his paintings
for the reason that it “creates a luminous beauty, reflecting
heavenly light on earth.” Darida’s work retails for $2,500 to
$37,000. Visit: www.alexandrudarida.com, (773) 604-8875.
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FRANCE HONORS AFA
GALLERY OWNER
HEIDI LEIGH
NEW YORK—Heidi Leigh,
owner of AFA Gallery in
SoHo and the Chateau de
Belcastel in Aveyron, France,
has been awarded the Order
of Arts and Letters by the
French Minister of Culture
and Communications. This
honor recognizes distinguished artists, writers, and
those who have contributed
significantly to furthering the
arts in France and throughout
the world.
Ms. Leigh represents French
and American established
artists who focus on contemporary art and sculpture that
is widely imaginative and
rooted in technical virtuosity.
She has featured such works
in the dozen galleries she has
owned and operated since
1984, including her flagship
space, AFA Gallery, and the
galleries within Chateau Belcastel. Throughout her career,
Ms. Leigh has admired and
promoted French culture and
has developed deep ties
within the region of France
that has become her second
home. A staunch Francophile,
she has contributed to the
cultural richness of Aveyron.
Chateau Belcastel welcomes
nearly 25,000 visitors yearly
and brings renewal to the regional cultural landscape by
introducing a new kind of artwork there. Fittingly, Heidi received her medal in the
Musée Soulages, a contemporary museum located in
historic Rodez, a short distance from her chateau. Both
the museum and the chateau
share the goal of providing
access to the public and
artists alike, to the cultural
patrimony of this region relatively unknown to outsiders.
For AFA and Chateau Belcastel, visit: www.afanyc.com.
PAGE 10

NEWCOMERS BRING FRESH PERSPECTIVES
continued from page 1
from a retiring business owner.” The new generation of
art and framing professionals
brings with them a new perspective that will help to sustain the industry in the coming
years. Ken Baur, president of
KB Consulting in Valparaiso,
IN, says that this is a good sign.
“The addition of new custom
frameshop owners to our industry is very encouraging
and vital to the industry’s future. As the current group of
custom framers reaches retirement age, it is very important to replace them with young
owners who are open and responsive to new models of
business needed to keep all
small industries viable in the
near future and beyond.”

dozen artists, most of whom
are from Cape Cod. Being a
lover of art, he was drawn to
the industry. “I am a collector
and I noticed the galleries in
my area were getting a bit
stale, so I thought I would open

be ready for a challenge.”

When it comes to those
just starting their careers, this
new wave of people bring a
tech-savvy literacy that their
parents may not have and are
accustomed to being connected all the time. Josh
Eichner, executive vice president of Framerica, Yaphank,
NY, says that new people entering the industry have a lot
of unique abilities to offer.
“There is a lot of young talent in the industry today and
it is getting younger and
more vibrant. A lot of that
has to do with the industry
becoming more technologically advanced. Everything is
computerized and automated
and millennials are more
Chapman Art Gallery features comfortable around such
One reason Mr. Baur is en- 1,400 square feet of gallery
technology. We are concouraged by the new genera- space located on two floors.
stantly asking ourselves,
tion is that they are more
‘How do we bring it to the
adaptable to trends. “Much my own and liven the industry next level?’ Even the art is
will change in our industry as up,” he says. “I want to create becoming more digital and
buying methods and options a fun atmosphere for artists graphics based.”
evolve,” he says. “The future and collectors alike.” Besides
depends upon how industry the gallery, Mr. Chapman owns
Framerica’s website will be
owners respond to
relaunching in June
those
changes.
with an area featuring
Young owners will
tools created to help
adapt more easily to
people in the industry
the impact of the
better run their busiInternet and social
ness, increase sales,
media and integrate
and stay up-to-date on
those changes into
trends and marketing
the way their custhemselves. “Framertomers want to do
ica has always tried to
business. The prodlive on the cutting
ucts our industry creedge,” Mr Eichner
ates and sells will Rafius Fane Gallery has an 1,800-square-foot says. “We’ve always
always have de- showroom featuring originals, photography,
been very attuned to
mand, but how that sculpture, drawings, film, and performance art. trends and new techdemand is fulfilled
nologies and because
will be the greatest challenge a landscaping company. “My of this we’re able to introduce
to this new generation.”
landscape business helped them to our customers as
prepare me for owning and well. We have been able
Scott Chapman, owner of operating a gallery in many to do this by also looking
Chapman Art Gallery in Co- ways. Respect the artist and to new industry people to
tuit, MA, opened his gallery in your clients, while also offer- work alongside our seasoned
January of this year (with a ing top-of-the-line customer team, from graphics to sales
grand opening in March) and service. It’s important to really
features work by over a love what you are doing and
continued on page 12
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LYRICAL FINE ART
EXPANDING GALLERY
REPRESENTATION
FOR ROLINDA STOTTS

NORTHPORT, NY—Lyrical
Fine Art is looking to add
select galleries to its dealer
network for Rolinda Stotts’
artwork that she creates in a
“Bella Rotta” technique meaning “Beautiful Broken” in
Italian. “In order to get the
effect of extreme age and texture, I use a 10-step process
that allows me to shape my
work to give it the essence of
having survived centuries,”
says the artist who encourages people to touch and feel
her paintings.
James LaMantia, president of
Lyrical Fine Art, her exclusive
representative, says Stotts’
work measures up to what
galleries are seeking in that
each piece is original and
cannot be price shopped; the
artist is available to interact
with consultants and their
clients; and she is available to
do commissions. Retail prices
are $825 up to $9,900 for
very large pieces. Shown
above, from left, are “Water,”
“Wind,” and “Fire” from the
Ombre series, each measuring 12 by 50 inches and each
retailing for $1,650.
The regions Mr. LaMantia
would like to expand into are
the Midwest, South, and
Southwest. For information,
call (631) 651-5899 or visit:
www.lyricalfineart.com.
PAGE 12

NEW PERSPECTIVES
continued from page 10

to customer service people.
We’ve been in the industry
for almost 50 years but we
are young at heart.”

websites and social media
accounts that they are very
active on.”
Gregory Norris, president
of the PPFA, as well as owner
of Huntington Hall of Frames,
Huntington, WV, says that
many new to the industry that
he has met are those that
caught the art and framing
bug on the job. “I met some
young framers and was fortunate enough to spend some
quality time with them. They
had worked in frameshops
before deciding to make it
their career,” he says. “At the

often alone. Comparing notes
with likeminded individuals
can help inspire. Another
great tip is when attending
any class or activity, be sure
to allow some down time to
interact with other framers.
Forming these relationships
contributes greatly to wellbeing and success.”

At Tru Vue, their website
also features an area dedicated to educating those, new
and old, to the industry. “truCustom framer Amanda
vue.com has a wealth of inforKidd Schall has worked for
mation and tools to help new
Framed in Tatnuck owner Cliff
and current frameshop and
Wilson at his Worcester, MA,
gallery owners,” says Ms.
business for a couple of years
Gramm. “Our website has a
now and decided to make it
library of blog posts on topics
her career after realizing that
including employee
she has a unique
training, increasing
perspective to offer.
profitability, targeting
“The
environment
consumers, and rehere is a very collabofreshing your store.
rative working relaIn addition, turnkey
tionship where we
e-mail templates are
bounce ideas off each
available for downother and invite all
load and free pointmembers of the team
of-purchase displays,
to come up with cregloves, and stickers
ative solutions for our
can be ordered dibusiness,” she says.
rectly from our web- Nainsook Framing & Art is located in the
“This year has been
site.”
heart of downtown La Mesa, CA. Nainsook
wonderful in terms of
is Sanskrit for “pleasing to the eye.”
my career growth. I
Ann
Vincentitaught my first class
Michelman, owner and gallery PPFA, we are so happy to at WCAF called ‘Perfect
director of Rafius Fane Gall- see this and to help nurture Employees,’ I started a Faceery in Boston has been sur- them with the education that book group called Women of
rounded by art her whole life. we have to offer. A deter- Picture Framing, and I just
Her father was a professor of mined framer can download passed my MCPF exam.”
art and an artist. She herself the free CPF Exam study guide,
went to art school, taught art, carefully study the books on
Ms. Kidd Schall’s Faceand is a working artist today. the list, and learn everything book group has grown to
After raising her children and necessary to strike out on more than 200 members and
going to law school, she de- his/her own in business.”
has helped create a platform
cided that art was her true
for women in the framing incalling so opened her gallery
Mr. Norris adds that since dustry to have open discusin November 2015. She many are so tech savvy, they sions. “I was inspired to start
says that one of the biggest are already familiar with what Women of Picture Framing,
changes that she has noticed social media has to offer in because as a young person
in the industry is that technol- creating a community beyond just starting my career in the
ogy has altered the retail land- the business. “However a fra- framing industry, I have been
scape. “I think the sales side mer chooses to connect with blown away by all of the hard
of art has changed dramati- other framers, life will be im- working and talented women
cally because young artists measurably better. If I were ad- who have paved the way.
today know how to promote vising a young person entering There are already a lot of
themselves,” she says. “Be- the business, these connec- other online forums out there
fore, they may have relied on tions would be the first thing I but this group is a little more
galleries to do all of their mar- would urge them to make. intentional, it isn’t meant to be
keting but today, artists con- Most skilled framers are
continued on page 20
trol more of this by having working in small shops, and
ART WORLD NEWS
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MANHATTAN ART AND
ANTIQUES CENTER
INITIATIVE TO FOCUS ON
CONTEMPORARY ARTISTS
NEW YORK—A new exhibition series presented by the
Manhattan Art & Antiques
Center entitled “MAAC on
the Map” is a move to give
contemporary artists a new
home at the center on the
Upper East Side and expose
their work to a different audience. “The injection of these
vital contemporary artists
reinforces that the Upper East
Side is a potent destination
for innovation—a creative
hotspot where experience
meets a new breed of artistic
disruptor,” says Paul Anavian,
the center’s manager. He
notes that an abundance
of contemporary art is shown
in Chelsea, and this is an
initiative to increase its
presence in Midtown.
The first “MAAC on the Map”
in March featured the work of
eight female Asian artists; the
second edition, that ran for
five weeks through the end of
May, featured predominantly
artists from New York City.
As an extension of the exhibitions, during the summer,
local artists are invited to
take gallery space at the
center to show their work.
The exhibits will then resume
in the fall.
MAAC was founded in 1974
and houses over 50 galleries
representing dealers in arts
and antiques on three floors.
They include fine art, decoration, silver, jewelry, European,
Asian, and African art;
antiquities and other decorative arts and objects such as
brass, glass, coins, clocks,
and books. MAAC is located
at 1050 Second Ave. at 56th
Street. For more information,
visit the website located at:
www.the-maac.com or call
(212) 355-4400.
PAGE 14

´ SPREADS HER WINGS
RAQUEL CORDON
After a number of years birds gatherShe has
working on private commis- ing on caalways been
sions, Raquel Cordón has b l e s ,
an artist at
launched two collections of C o r d ó n ’ s
heart,
alpaintings that she is introduc- images tell a
though she
ing to the gallery community. d e e p e r
pursued a
“My goal is to work with story, alludcareer as a
more galleries and make my ing to the
lawyer for
paintings available to a wider e v e r- p r e s 10 years,
audience,” she says. The ence of conbeing told
Kudu Collection is based on nectivity in
as a child
her travels in Africa and fo- our
daily
that
she
cuses on the Kudu, a grace- lives. All this “Leap of Faith,” oil on canvas
was
too
ful antelope that she “high-tech” with a 24- by 24-inch image.
smart for a
photographed and sketched is ultimately
life as an
while in Tansupported by ca- artist. But when she started
zania. She
bles, she notes. a family and became a staypainted the
These are featured at-home mother, Raquel
first piece in
in the pieces, along turned once more to paintthe series of
with their second ing. However, she knew that
16 as a base,
most avid users: to be a professional artist
and
then
birds. “As a runner, she needed more training.
created variaI often see birds
tions: surrealcongregating early
She studied in Barcelona
ist, abstract,
in the morning on at the Centro Educacional
and deconthese lines, and I de Sant Just, and subsestructed. “I
find it interesting quently obtained many prilike to call
that something we vate commissions in Spain,
them improvuse to connect us France, and Belgium. She
isations on a
as humans has an went on to complete her
theme. It’s a Raquel Cordón in her unintended second- MFA at the Academy of Art
little bit like studio.
ary function of bring- University in San Francisco.
jazz—starting
ing birds together— Today, she works from her
out with a base theme or riff, a connectivity on different studios in Miami and Maland then taking it in different levels.”
lorca, Spain.
directions. I maintain the
She
says
same core theme, but play
These impresher inspirawith different styles.” She sionistic works
tion comes
chose to paint these in acrylic are created in oils.
from what
to heighten the effect of the She first uses
she sees,
bright colors that are based black and white
but the real
on those used by the Maasai to make shadcreativity
tribe in their blankets. The ows, and then
o c c u r s
paintings represent an alle- adds colors as in
when she is
gory on the interaction be- the chiaroscuro
painting.
tween the Maasai and the technique emantelope—the predator and ployed by RenaisCordón’s
the threatened. At the same sance
artists.
work retails
time, they are fun, she says. Cordón’s early “Kudu Mood,” acrylic on
from $800
“I want to make your space art training in Eu- canvas, 18 by 24 inches.
to $5,500,
happier with the bright colors, rope focused on
depending
and for it to be a place to re- Spanish realism. She subse- on size which ranges from
member the animal.”
quently explored Impression- approximately 9 by 12 to 40
ism, Surrealism, and Pop art. by 30 inches. For more inforLikewise, in her second This training has given her a mation, call (512) 669-1686
series the Network Collec- range and versatility that is or visit her website located
tion of 12 paintings featuring uncommon in artists today.
at: www.raquelcordon.com.
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MUSEUM GLASS PRICE
DECREASE PROVIDES
OPPORTUNITIES TO
CUSTOM FRAMERS
MCCOOK, IL—Custom
framers should begin to see
reduced pricing on Tru Vue’s
Museum Glass from their
distributors as a result of efficiencies. To support custom
framers with this new pricing,
Tru Vue is launching an educational program on its blog
at: www.tru-vue.com to help
custom frameshop owners
leverage this price decrease
to benefit their businesses
and their customers. This
series of articles from industry
experts will cover a range of
topics related to selling premium glazing, including
strategies for pricing, increasing sales and demand for
Museum Glass, and employee training. “Tru Vue is
committed to the success of
our customers and the industry as a whole,” says Jen
Gramm, director of marketing.
“Working with a team of industry educators, we want
to show custom framers the
many ways they can use
this new development to
strengthen their businesses.”
Tru Vue’s press release
states that the price decrease
has no impact on the high
standards of Museum Glass,
including recent improvements which made the
product easier to clean, more
durable, and ripple free.
Tru Vue is a manufacturer
of high performance glazing
products for the custom
picture framing and museum
markets, and is a leader in
both UV protection, as well
as anti-reflective and specialty glazing products for
these markets. The company,
located in McCook and
Faribault, MN, is a subsidiary
of Apogee Enterprises Inc.
(Nasdaq: APOG). Visit:
www.tru-vue.com.
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ACC TAKES ON COUNTERFEITERS
The Art Copyright Coalition
(ACC) held its annual meeting in Las Vegas in January
when a leading topic of discussion was the fact that
some art publishers have encountered counterfeiters on
Amazon. The ACC, which
has some 20
members
from leading
open edition
print publishing companies,
invited Amazon representatives to the meeting and
asked them for Amazon’s assistance in resolving the
problem.
Joshua Kaufman, legal adviser for the ACC, explained
that what has happened is
that a counterfeiter put a
storefront on Amazon and
populated it with unauthorized, counterfeit images.
When a potential buyer clicks
on an image it takes them
to the legitimate site, but
when they go to buy it,
the fulfillment goes back to
the infringer. The purchaser
therefore thinks they have

bought the image from the
legitimate publisher, but
the money transaction goes
to the counterfeiter. Such
stores often stay up only for
a few weeks. Open edition
art publishers are concerned,
not only that they lose the

sale, but that their reputation
is being damaged when
the counterfeit images are of
lower quality. When a publisher requests the infringing
image(s) be taken down, the
legitimate images also get
taken down as they use the
same Amazon Standard Identification Number. The Amazon representatives agreed
to take this problem back to
their team to see how it can
be addressed.
Other items on the ACC
agenda, included a presentation by Mr. Kaufman on copyright damages under the
Digital Millennium Copyright
Act (DMCA) when copyright

information is removed from
an image. This will be the subject of a future article by Mr.
Kaufman in Art World News.
In April several ACC
members will travel to China
to visit the Canton and Jinhan Fairs to check
for infringing artwork. This tactic
of confronting exhibitors in person if they are
presenting infringing artwork
has proved extremely effective over the years. Among
those attending the fairs
will be Wild Apple’s
John Chester and Nick
D’Agostino, as well as World
Art Group’s Lonnie Lemco.
Mr. Chester told the meeting,
“I would love to have more
participation. We have made
huge progress over the last
several years. But there are
a lot of copies out there
and it is worth everyone’s
time to fight the battle.” For
more information on the
ACC, including application for
membership, visit the website: www.artcopyright.net.

EPSON A PART OF COMPUTER HISTORY MUSEUM SHOW
“Make Software: Change the
World!,” an exhibition at the
Computer History Museum in
Mountain View, CA, exploring
the history, impact, and technology of software, features
a 22-foot by four-foot artwork
by Bert Monroy. The image
was printed on Epson’s SureColor P20000 with Epson
Display Trans Backlight Film II
that comes to life with a large
backlit display.
Every element in the
image, which took four years
to make, was created pixelby-pixel using Photoshop and
Adobe Illustrator. More than
750,000 Photoshop layers

John and Thomas Knoll; as
well as scenes
from Times Square. “Bert’s artwork helps us to
present
new
ways to think
about software
and encourage
Studio Dizon Photography viewers to imagThe Computer History Museum presents
ine a world
Bert Monroy’s 22-foot long “Times Square” where almost
printed on Epson’s SureColor P20000.
anything is poswere used in the massive sible because of software,”
image that features Monroy’s says Kirsten Tashev, VP of
family, friends, and dozens Collections and Exhibitions.
of digital imaging artists For more information, visit
and pioneers, including Pho- Epson’s website located at:
toshop creators, brothers www.proimaging.epson.com.
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DELGADO CONSULTING &
APPRAISING OPENED BY
INDUSTRY VETERAN
GABRIEL DELGADO
BOERNE, TX—Gabriel Delgado, who has a background
in the gallery business and
museums, has established
Delgado Consulting &
Appraising offering services
not only to collectors but also
to galleries and institutions. At
the same time, he has established an online magazine
Contemporary Texas, The
Fine Arts Magazine, designed
to inform collectors.
Mr. Delgado sees a void in
the regional art consultation
field as many collectors, patrons, and appreciators view
selections online before seeing them in person. On his
website, Mr. Delgado says,
“The time of digital marketing,
retail, and online purchases
has ushered in a new
demand for art market-driven
best practices.”
In the capacity of an appraiser who did his schooling
at the International Society of
Appraisers he has already
worked with several Texas
galleries. Clients may require
an appraisal for insurance or
legal issues, such as a divorce. On the consulting side,
his clients include the University of Texas at San Antonio
which acquired Jim Hatchett
abstract expressionist paintings for its collection of work
by South Texas artists; and
private collectors with whom
he placed works by Catalonian-born artist José VivesAtsara who established his
career in San Antonio.
For more on Delgado Consulting & Appraising, visit:
http://delgadoconsultinga.
wixsite.com/fineart; for the
magazine, go to: www.issuu.
com and input Contemporary
Texas in the search field.
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EYVIND EARLE DISNEY MUSEUM EXHIBIT
A retrospective exhibition, cluding intricate thumbnail more than seven decades.
“Awaking Beauty: The Art of concept paintings for Lady “Awaking Beauty” provides
Eyvind Earle,”
unique insight
opened May 18
into his colorful
at The Walt
lifestory, his inDisney Family
spiration, and
Museum in San
his creative apFrancisco,
proach to the
bringing a farart-making
reaching and
process. These
much deserved
elements fueled
© Disney a diverse career
recognition to
this artist’s in- “Sleeping Beauty” is a concept painting gouache on paacross a specfluential career perboard, c.1959, by Eyvind Earle from the collection of
trum of tradiand the endur- the Walt Disney Family Foundation.
tional fine art,
ing impact of
commercial dehis artwork. Earle is best and the Tramp and evocative sign, and filmmaking.
known as the lead stylist for large-scale concept artWalt Disney’s classic feature works for Sleeping Beauty.
“Eyvind was an honest
Sleeping Beauty (1959) and Alongside these is an exten- and humble man, yet he was
for concept art that shaped sive showcase of
such enduring favorites as his fine art, includLady and the Tramp (1955) ing elaborate, lush
and Peter Pan (1953). Re- l a n d s c a p e s ,
flecting on his time at The unique scratchWalt Disney Studios, Earle boards, rare examonce said, “I consider my six ples of sculpture,
or seven years at Disney the companion poetry,
greatest art school in the and commercial il© Disney
whole world, because I lustrations. The
“Lady
and
the
Tramp,”
thumbnail
conworked hard and fast with the exhibition will also
cept
painting,
gouache
on
paperboard,
very, very best men in the in- feature his limited
dustry.” Beyond that work, edition serigraphs c.1955, by Eyvind Earle; collection of
Earle’s distinctive interpreta- and lesser-known the Walt Disney Family Foundation.
tion of iconic American land- pieces, including
scapes as a fine artist and cartoon drawings from his constantly challenging himprintmaker continues to im- time in the U.S. Navy, as well self to push the boundaries
pact and inspire generations as commercial advertise- of his own artistry with his
of artists and designers.
ments for American brands.
enduring passion to explore,
create, and inCo-curated by
novate,” says
Mr.
Szasz.
Ioan Szasz, CEO
“Whether it was
of Eyvind Earle
through a modPublishing, Monest snowy landterey, CA; and
scape for a
Michael Labrie,
Christmas card
Director of Color a more intriclections and Exate background
hibitions for the
concept for
Walt
Disney
Family Founda- “Paradise,” 1973, Eyvind Earle, oil on canvas on wood, films like Sleeping Beauty, he
tion and the Walt from the Walt Disney Family Foundation collection.
brought magic
Disney Family
When he passed away in to everything he touched.”
Museum, the artist’s firstever comprehensive mu- 2000, he left behind a prolific Mr. Szasz worked alongside
seum retrospective features legacy of artwork depicting a
continued on page 20
more than 250 works, in- life’s journey that spanned
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URBAN EXPOSITIONS
JOINS THE ROSTER OF
MIAMI ART WEEK SHOWS
WITH ITS NEW FAIR, FORM
CHICAGO—Urban Expositions is launching a new fair
called FORM that will take
place in Miami Beach during
Miami Art Week in December.
The invitation-only fair will
showcase a curated selection
of 25 international galleries
displaying work in the applied
arts category.
Urban Expositions, headquartered in Kennesaw, GA, produces and manages 35
events in six sectors. Its artrelated portfolio includes Art
Aspen, August 4–7; and Art
Palm Springs that took place
in February, as well as SOFA
Chicago that is scheduled to
run at Navy Pier, Chicago,
November 2–5.
“We are thrilled to launch
FORM in Miami this December to create a destination for
the very best in the applied
arts and sculptural objects,”
says Donna Davies, vice
president of Urban Expositions’ Art Group. “With more
than two decades of experience producing fairs, including SOFA Chicago, we’re
looking forward to bringing a
fair dedicated to this exciting
genre to Miami.”
FORM will also feature the
Selects program that it offers
collectors at SOFA and Art
Palm Springs where favorite
fair pieces are chosen by
noted designers, curators,
and critics. Thus FORM Select will bring the voice of
noted tastemakers directly to
the audience, allowing visitors
to understand why particular
pieces are of note by masters
in their field.
For more information, visit:
www.formmiami.com or
phone (800) 563-7632.
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NEW PERSPECTIVES
continued from page 12

over the business as its previous owner retired. “I’ve always had a passion for art
and opportunity and when
they meet, great things hap-

about half a block away and
remain active in that business
while growing our new gallery
and frameshop. Having a small
business for 18 years has
given us the experience on
hiring, marketing, accounting, and having all of the
operations running smoothly. Although there are
vast differences in these
two industries, there are
also similarities.”

ors to his later oil paintings. It
is available for purchase from
the Walt Disney Family Museum Store. For more on the
exhibition, and for the museum store, visit the website: www.waltdisney.com.

months through to January of
this year at the Forest Lawn
Museum in Los Angeles.

exclusive, just setting aside
a special place for women to
share, inspire, and troubleshoot together.” Ms.
Kidd Schall’s foray into
the industry started right
after college. “Framing
has been my main job
since graduating from
Clark University where I
studied Studio Art. I
found a job listing on my
Mrs. Oserin says that
university’s career webwhile they are able to use
site for an opening at
much of what they have
Framed in Tatnuck. I have www.tru-vue.com features tools to help learned in their salon busibeen working there ever new and established industry people.
ness, some things require
since!”
help from those in the
pen,” Mrs. Oserin says. “I’d know. “As with any new busiThe millennial generation is been painting for 10 years ness, the challenge of getting
said to be known for its and the custom framer that the word out of who, what,
strong sense of community, I used decided to retire. She and where is of utmost importeamplayer mentality, and will- suggested that we take over tance. Creating business reingness to collaborate.
lationships that will last
“It is always important
and bring us repeated
to see what is happenbusiness is our first and
ing in the industry and
foremost goal. But, the
comparing notes with
biggest challenge for the
others. I always take admoment is managing the
vantage of listening to
cash flow and the learning
other professionals in
curve for this industry.
the industry,” she says.
Luckily, we have hired a
“Our shop is also very
very experienced framer,
active in the New England
as well as a client manChapter of the PPFA and
ager. Both are incredible
I have had the pleasure
at turning out fabulous
of attending many cla- www.ppfa.com helps to bring the fram- framing while educating
sses and conferences.” ing community together while it also
Dan and myself.”
offers educational opportunities.
Roz and Dan Oserin
“The positives are that
are co-owners of Nainsook her business. Dan and I are there is great support among
Framing and Art, located in La already business owners in
continued on page 29
Mesa, CA. They recently took town. We own a salon/spa
EYVIND EARLE
continued from page 18

the artist for 13 years, from
1988 up until Earle’s passing.
In conjunction with the exhibition, The Walt Disney
Family Foundation Press is
publishing a fully illustrated
176-page catalogue showcasing 250 pieces from his
early sketches and watercol-

This special exhibition,
which runs through January
8, 2018, follows “Eyvind
Earle: An Exhibit of a Disney
Legend” which ran for eight

Eyvind Earle’s work is exclusively represented by
Eyvind Earle Publishing. His
serigraphs retail for $300 to
$12,000 and his paintings for
$3,000 to $150,000. For
more on his work, visit:
www.eyvindearle.com or call
(831) 372-4023.
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FRAMERICA’S ALLOYS
HIT THE MARKET

WINNING MARKETING OPPORTUNITIES
Winning a framing competition is an honor in itself, but
it also serves as a marketing
opportunity for custom
frameshops. Many of the Tru
Vue Custom Framing Competition winners have leveraged their awards to expand
marketing efforts for their
shops, including this year’s
winners.

YAPHANK, NY—Framerica’s
Alloys are textured metals
with the look of steel. Designers note that the consistency
of the metallic provides a
wonderful option in residential
and industrial settings; and
most especially within the
hospitality segment. Alloys
are available in copper, tungsten and platinum—all true to
their descriptive badging.
Framerica is offering
Alloys in multiple profiles
ranging to 3 inches. For more
information call (800) 3726422 or visit the company’s
website: www.framerica.com.
FRAMECON EDUCATIONAL
AND MINI TRADE SHOW IN
NEW ENGLAND JUNE 4–5
STURBRIDGE, MA—The
New England Chapter of the
PPFA is hosting a two-day
picture framing event, Framecon, offering education, networking, trade show, and
social gatherings with other
framers. Two tracks of education will be available: the basics of picture framing and
how to operate a framing
business by Harry Gaston,
MCPF; and advanced framing
techniques by national educators Jim Miller, MCPF, and
Tim Franer, CPF.
Vendors and suppliers will be
showcasing products, deals,
and specials. Register online
at: www.neppfa.com.
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With its theme of Tru
Frameable Moments, the
2017 Tru Vue competition
offered an additional angle
for publicity and promotion.
Entrants were asked to
choose an occasion for remembrance from their communities and create a
framing package that captured its significance while
showcasing design innovation and craftsmanship.
“Tru Framable Moments
is an excellent way for custom framers to engage with
the
communities
they
serve,” says Jen Gramm, director of marketing for Tru
Vue. “By focusing on an important event in their local
markets, these custom
framers were able to engage
community members with
their subjects as well as the
pieces themselves.”
Francine Hackerott of
Frame & I in Prescott, AZ,
was named the winner of the
Best in Show—Judges’
Choice Award for her piece,
“Eternal Remembrance,”
which commemorated an
elite team of firefighters, the
Granite Mountain Hotshots.
Prescott is located near the
scene of the wildfire that took
the lives of most of the crew.
Francine realized the Tru
Vue competition was an opportunity to honor the men
through custom framing,

something she had been
contemplating since the
tragedy took place in 2013.
She chose to frame photos,
one of which was taken by a
local photographer, and created a design that incorporated elements that honored
the Hotshots’ work.
A master woodworker,
Francine started with a re-

onto a piece of laminate,
wood-toned on both sides,
and adhered to a piece of
Optium Museum Acrylic.
Under the laminate is a
channel in which a strip of
LED lights is set. The warm
tones of the channel create
a golden light reminiscent of
an eternal flame. Working
with Optium Museum Acrylic
allowed for a design that
could incorporate
light in such a way.

Francine wanted
the focus to be on
the men themselves, and so she
decided on a two-dimensional design
versus the three-dimensional shadowbox that is often
used for these kinds
of subjects. She
chose a photo of
the team in a pyramid formation in
front of a juniper
“Eternal Remembrance” by Francine
tree they had saved
Hackerott of the Frame & I, Prescott,
in a previous fire.
AZ, winner of Best in Show–Judges’
This was contrasted
Choice Award.
by a photo of the
claimed slab of juniper to memorial that emerged in
make the frame. Juniper is front of their training facility
indigenous to the area, and after the tragedy.
the Granite Mountain Hotshots were known for their
This strong local connecskill in protecting these tion meant that more than
trees. Leaving the sides of just her fellow shop employthe frame rough with the ees were engaged in her
bark, she carved a scroll pat- award. Shortly after Tru Vue
tern into the top featuring announced the winners at
the U.S. and Arizona state the West Coast Art and
flags and the team’s insignia. Frame Expo in January,
At the bottom, is the Latin Frame & I hosted a reception
motto Esse Quam Videri featuring the piece with the
which means, “To be, rather family members of the Granthan to seem,” a phrase that ite Mountain Hotshots.
is the essence of how the
Granite Mountain Hotshots
Local media, both print
approached their mission.
and online, have covered the
award. An article in the local
Along the sides, the Daily Courier that mentioned
names of the 19 firefighters
who perished are engraved
continued on page 24
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CLASSY ART’S HIGH
POINT INTRODUCTION

MARKETING
continued from page 22

the piece being on display
through the end of February,
drove additional foot traffic
to the shop.

HOUSTON—Classy Art
Wholesalers, supplier of
framed and unframed wall
decor, exhibited once again at
High Point, NC, International
Home Furnishings Market in
April. Shown is “Water
Elephant” by Patricia Pinto
housed under glass in a 3inch MDF 22- by 26-inch
scratch resistant frame, retailing for $59.95. Visit: www.
classyart.net, (800) 372-8007.
MOAB INTRODUCES
ENTRADA RAG TEXTURED
NEW YORK—Moab, a division of Legion Paper, introduces 100% cotton Entrada
Rag Textured 300 paper, the
first new paper to be
launched within the Entrada
family. The wide tonal range
and high dMax are evident in
this cotton matte paper, and
the defined, yet subtle, texture is designed to enhance
the printed image. Its natural
warm surface matches the
existing Entrada Rag Natural
paper, making it an alternative to the traditional smooth
finish. Entrada Rag Textured
300 is a 100% cotton, singlesided, 300gsm, OBA-free
paper available in 5- by 7-,
8 1/2- by 11-, 13- by 19-, and
17- by 22-inch sheets and in
rolls of 17, 24, and 44 inches
by 50 feet. For details, visit:
www.legionpaper.com.
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“It was kind of amazing
the turnout we had at the
event with the weather being
so horrible,” says Francine.
“This award has brought in
people from different perspectives—family, friends,
customers, and just people
in the town who had some
sort of connection to the
Hotshots.”
The shop’s marketing
team also integrated the
award into existing efforts,
including mentioning it in
radio ads. The award was a
frequent post topic on the
shop’s Facebook page before and after the winners
were announced. With the
anniversary of the tragedy
coming up in June, there will
be more exposure for the
piece.
Fan Favorite Award winner Andrea Tucker-Hatch of
Cabinet of Curiosities in
Stettler, Alberta, used the
Tru Vue Framing Competition as an opportunity to celebrate town pride for a
young man from her area,
Michael Lomenda, whose
major acting break came as
part of the cast of the Jersey Boys movie. Featuring
photos from the movie’s premiere in Stettler with the
movie poster, “They All Remember It How They Need
To,” captures the memory of
the event.
The design was inspired
by key elements of light and
depth in the movie poster.
The shadowbox is wrapped
in gray-scale bricks made
from conservation-grade
modeling paste that has a

very similar composition to
acrylic paint, creating an extension of the alley in the
movie poster. A lamp is
mounted along one side of
the frame; it was fashioned
out of hardware-store finds
to mimic the one in the
movie poster. At the base is
a Bluetooth speaker meant
to play music from the
soundtrack.

and illuminate the photos
and objects inside, including
the marquee that is also
glazed with Optium.
While there are plans to
organize a reception honoring the piece and its subject,
Andrea has already had the
opportunity for coverage in
local and regional media. It is
rare for a Canadian to win
such a competition at
this level, and Andrea
has been able to secure interest from
media outside her
local area.

Alberta Prime Time,
a regional television
program, plans to do a
25-minute segment on
Cabinet of Curiosities
and Andrea’s award.
She was featured on
the front page of The
Stettler Independent
Weekender and in an
article in a major regional newspaper. The
“They All Remember It How They
Stettler Board of
Need To” by Andrea Tucker-Hatch
Trade, the area’s
of Cabinet of Curiosities, Stettler,
chamber of commAlberta, Canada, winner of the
erce, presented her
Fan Favorite Award.
with an award and will
Photos from the premiere serve as the final home for
provided by its organizers the piece when it is disreplay the enthusiasm of the played in the town’s tourist
town when a parade of clas- center.
sic cars, one of which was
“To get this impact, I
driven by the actor’s former
teacher, transported the would have had to spend an
actor, his family, and his astronomical amount on adfriends to the theater. Along vertising and promotion,”
the bottom is a model of a says Andrea. “This media
classic car and a miniature coverage puts me in the
front of people’s minds.”
marquee.
Light figures into the design in several ways. The
lamp along the side is flexible, providing the opportunity to create an ambient
glow or directly shine onto
the piece.
In addition, Optium Museum Acrylic glazing allows
the light to shine through

Winning a competition is
only one way to boost store
marketing. Visit the website:
www.tru-vue.com for examples of other ways custom
framers have captured Tru
Framable Moments for customers, along with other
promotions and topics to
help custom framers in their
own businesses.
ART WORLD NEWS
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COMPANY PROFILE
RHONDA FEINMAN FRAMING ENTREPRENEUR
by Sarah Seamark
Rhonda Feinman is one of
very few women to own a
framing manufacturing company. But that makes little
difference to her because
the creation of handcrafted
genuine gold leaf picture
frames is where her heart
lies. Ms. Feinman established Rhonda Feinman Custom Frames Inc. in Long
Island City, NY, in 2001 after
working in the industry for 16
years. In her previous job,
she was in charge of sales
management, product development, customer service,
and marketing. “It gave me
what are considered all the
most difficult of the fundamentals of running a business,” she says. She left
that job without any idea of
what she was going to do. It
took a little while, and talking
to people in the industry, before she saw the path ahead.
“I wanted to do what I had
done before, plus have control of the business.”
But there were more skills
she needed to acquire on the
financial side, including book
keeping, insurance, and taxes,
before running her own company. She signed up for Start
Your Own Business classes.
“And you find out what you
do know, and what you
don’t,” she says. She attended a course designed to
help women in business that
was recommended to her by
the New York State Department of Labor. For anyone inART WORLD NEWS

terested in starting their own
business, she says, “There

about eight workers skilled in
the two key areas of her
business: wood
working and fabrication, and gilding and finishing.
Four years ago,
instead of renewing her lease she
purchased a 7,500square-foot building in nearby
Woodside, NY,
Rhonda Feinman applying 22k gold leaf for her factory
to a Louis XV frame.
operation. She
saw the gentrifiare all sorts of government cation taking place in Long
agencies to help you.” Some Island City and did not want
are free and many are inex- her business to be at the
pensive.The Chamber of Commerce was
another resource, as
was the IRS which
runs a course on business taxes.
By the end of 2001,
Rhonda was ready to
start the new chapter.
“It was just after
9/11 and business in
the New York area
was difficult. Every- These French frames, from left, are
one said, ‘You have Louis XIV, Louis XV, and Louis XIII.
to be crazy to start a
business now.’ But what do mercy of a landlord. “If someyou do? Sit and wait? And if one bought the building, and
you do, how do you know the bought me out of my lease,
right time? You just have to where am I going? Owning
move forward—do your re- my own building is the only
search, be prepared, and do way I can control my deswhat you think you should do tiny,” she says, noting that
despite what anyone says.” one of the biggest reasons
She was ready; she took a frameshops or galleries close
10-year lease on a 10,000- is related to their lease.
square-foot factory space in
Long Island City, and hired
The frames that Rhonda

Feinman Custom Frames
Inc. manufactures are historic
reproductions of French,
Dutch, English, Italian, Spanish, and American frames,
as well as 20th century
frames, and drawing frames
that have been used throughout history for framing works
on paper and other small
artworks. The company is
also the only U.S. manufacturer with a complete line
of Louis XIII, XIV, and XV
frames that are domestically
made of carved wood. The
company only sells finished
frames, not cut and join.
Most are made of domestic
hardwood, either poplar or
basswood, which are relatively soft hardwoods that
are easier to carve. A lot
of its contemporary frames
are made from maple.
“Once we do the woodwork—cutting, carving, and
joining—there is sanding.
Then we apply gesso as a
base for gilding. The gesso
is sanded, and then, if a
frame requires composition
ornaments, we make and
cast them here.” The cast
ornament frames were
particularly popular in the
austere times of Louis
XVI as the small, repetitive
cast ornaments were less
costly to make than handcarving, which is time consuming.
After the processes of
gesso and compo are comcontinued on page 28
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NEW FRAMING PRODUCTS
Framerica Introduces Muted
Framerica,
Ya p h a n k ,
NY, presents
its
Muted
Collection of
gold and silver moulding
featuring
backlit tones
with subtle
markings.
The Muted
Collection is
available in
profiles ranging in size up
to 3 inches.
For further information, phone (800) 372-6422 or visit the
company’s website located at: www.framerica.com.

Ten Plus Debuts Rustic Frames

Ten Plus Inc., Santa Fe Springs, CA, presents new rustic
handmade frames with 3-inch wide moulding available in gray
and brown. Sizes range from 5 by 7 inches to 36 by 72 inches.
Special sizes are also available as requested. For more details, call (562) 404-0088 or visit: www.tenplusframes.com.

Larson-Juhl’s Salzburg Collection

Omega Moulding’s Aspen Collection

Larson-Juhl, Norcross, GA, introduces the Salzburg
Collection of moulding featuring four
sloped profiles, created to resemble
Austria’s northern
Alps. The collection
includes a scoop
shape, round shape,
swan shape, and
cube shape, all available in two finishes
of a soft black and
a subtly distressed
silver. For further information, call (800)
221-4123 or visit the
company’s website located at: www.larsonjuhl.com.

Omega Moulding, Bellport, NY, debuts the Aspen Collection
featuring a rustic barnwood-style moulding with rich textural
surfaces, natural hues, and time-worn finishes. Sizes range
from 3/4 to 3 1/2 inches and they are available in various colors. For further information, phone (800) 289-6634 or go to
the website at: www.omegamoulding.com.
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Wall Moulding’s New Oxid Collection Shimmer Wovens by Crescent
Wall Moulding in
Brownwood, TX,
presents
the
Oxid Collection
of modern wood
moulding available in two colors, light gray
with gold accents and dark
gray with silver
accents. Sizes
include 1 1/4
inches, 1 3/4
inches, and 2
1/4 inches. For
further information, telephone
(800) 880-9315
or go to the
website located at: www.wallmoulding.com.

Crescent,
Wheeling,
IL, presents
Shimmer
Wovens, an
elegant linen
with shimm e r i n g
metallic
touches that
adds a contemporary
option to the
Moorman
collection of
matboards
that have a
white conservation core and backing. Shown above, the artwork is
framed using four different colors of Shimmer Wovens. For
further information, visit the website: www.crescentpro.com.

Fletcher Introduces Its AG 2000
Roma Moulding’s Lavo Collection
Roma Moulding,
Woodbridge,
Ontario, presents Lavo, a collection of frames
with emulsified
metallic paints
fused with gloss
in colors: electric
purple, electric
black, electric
red,
electric
white, electric
grey, electric silver, electric sky, and electric pink. Sizes range from 1-inch to
2 3/4 inches. Phone (800) 263-2322 for further information,
or visit the website: www.romamoulding.com.
ART WORLD NEWS

Fletcher Business Group, East Berlin, CT, debuts the AG
2000, designed to integrate with the company’s T-400 Mitre
Saw, and is a complete system that automatically measures
moulding lengths and precisely cuts 45° mitre joints for picture
framing, canvas framing, and mirror fabrication. For the custom framer, the AG 2000 simplifies and speeds up the
process with quick changeovers to different lengths, recalling
previously stored programs initiated through the unit’s controller keypad. For more information, call (860) 828-3400 or
visit: www.fletcher-terry.com.
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COMPANY PROFILE
RHONDA FEINMAN
continued from page 25

About 50% to 60% of the
frames are ordered by framing retailers; about 25% to
30% by art galleries, and
the remainder by institutions. She has done a substantial amount of work for
the National Gallery of Art in
Washington, as well as for
the Museums of Fine Arts in
Houston and Boston; and
the San Francisco Museum
of Modern Art. “Our frames

dent with them, that have
success selling them.

control of the space you
work in, that can be really difficult.” Employee relations
can be the most challenging—keeping the corporate
culture going and keeping
everyone happy. Other issues, she finds are easier to
solve—they are more concrete—there’s a problem and
a solution. That being said,
some of her employees have
been with the company since
the beginning.

plete, a mixture of clay and
“We even sell to a chain
glue known as bole is applied
of frameshops that offers a
in several coats. Its color inDIY service, and they have
fluences the color of the gildsuccess with them. If they
ing. At Rhonda Feinman
can sell them, it means
Custom Frames only wamost frameshops could. But
tergilded gold leaf is used,
they have to understand the
and only genuine gold. The
product, and not be afraid of
simplest frame, such as a
it, because even though
small antique frame, takes
they are more expensive
two weeks to complete; large frames
with a lot of handFrom the point of
carving, take six to
view of a woman
eight weeks, allowing
business owner, she
for drying time besays, “As a woman
tween procedures.
in manufacturing
However, large conyou have to spend a
temporary frames that
lot of time proving
look simple to make
yourself. With male
are the most comemployees, you
plex because they
have to demonare so unforgivstrate you know
ing, with no room
what you are
for error. “The detalking about. At
mand for contemtrade
shows
porary and modern
where she’s exframes has inhibiting, if she is
creased in the past
accompanied by
five or 10 years
her male sales
because they go
rep, people who
with a lot more Clockwise, from top left: Dutch #1, drawing, Dutch #2, Imperial #1, Spanish, Imperial #2. don’t know her,
decor,” she obwill gravitate to
serves.
should get more exposure in than cut-and-join, a lot of it him. A supplier from a lumthe industry,” she says. is not all that scary.”
ber firm, who she was meetThere are no size restric- “We have found that most
ing for the first time, said,
tions on the frames she frameshops, whether they
Finally, I asked what have “Honey, let me teach you
makes; custom orders have realize it or not, have a high been her greatest challenges about wood!” But because
ranged from 2 by 3 inches end clientele because less and successes. Buying the Rhonda was already known
to 12 by 18 feet. Recom- affluent people do not do building she operates from is in the industry before ownmended retail prices start at picture framing. It is a high probably the best thing she ing her own company, there
around $300 and top out at end product, even at the did. “You have to take con- was general acceptance,
infinity. A typical 24- by 18- low end.” It is the frame- trol where you can. You can and now great respect. To
inch frame with no custom shops that understand do a little something about a reach the company, visit the
carving, and moulding about handcrafted genuine gold recession, styles changing, website located at: www.
1 to 3 inches wide, could re- leaf picture frames, and that or employees or customers rhondafeinman.com or call
tail for $500 to $2,000. feel comfortable and confi- leaving. But if you don’t have (800) 297-1566.
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CALENDAR
May 21–23: SURTEX, Javits Center, New York. Produced by Emerald Expositions: www.surtex.com.
May 21–24: NSS (National Stationery Show), Javits Center, New York City.
Produced by Emerald Expositions. Visit: www.national
stationeryshow.com.
May 25–28: Art! Vancouver, Vancouver Convention
Center East, Vancouver,
British Columbia. Show initiated by curator Lisa Wolfin.
Visit: www.artvancouver.net.
July 6–10: Art Southampton, Art Southampton Pavilion, Nova’s Ark Project, 60
Millstone Rd., Bridgehampton, NY. Produced by Art
Miami LLC. Call (800) 3765850 or visit the website:
www.art-southampton.com.
NEW PERSPECTIVES
continued from page 20

local artists, friends, neighbors, and the community
that we started our business in,” she says. “We
also have art classes available in our business and this
has brought in a whole different genre than those that
might custom frame, but at
the same time it is getting
the word out about our new
business.”
One of Mrs. Oserin’s objectives is to implement a
plan to keep the business
thriving. “Our goal is to
grow custom framing sales
ART WORLD NEWS

July 13–16: Art Santa Fe,
Santa Fe, NM. Produced by
Redwood Media Group. For
further information, contact
Rick Barnett via e-mail at:
rick@redwoodmg.com, call
(831) 747-0112 or visit:
www.artsantafe.com.

August 12–13: 34th annual Sculpture in the Park,
Benson Sculpture Garden,
Loveland, CO. Produced by
Loveland High Plains Arts
Council. For information,
visit: www.sculptureinthepark
.org or call (970) 663-2940.

July 30–August 3: Las
Vegas Market, World Market
Center, Las Vegas. Visit:
www.lasvegasmarket.com.

September 13–17: Expo
Chicago, Navy Pier, Chicago.
Produced by Art Expositions
LLC. For details, visit: www.
expochicago.com or phone
(312) 513-4002.

August 3–6: Seattle Art
Fair, CenturyLink Field Event
Center, Seattle. Produced by
Art Market Productions.
Visit: www.seattleartfair.com
or call (212) 518-6912.

September 13–17: Affordable Art Fair, The Metropolitan Pavilion, 125 W. 18th
St. between 6th and 7th
Ave., New York. For details
visit: www.affordableartfair
.com or call (212) 255-2003.

August 4–6: Art Aspen,
Aspen Ice Garden, Aspen.
Produced by Urban Expositions. For more information,
visit: www.art-aspen.com or
phone (800) 563-7632.

October 5–9: Art Silicon
Valley/San Francisco, San
Mateo County Event Center,

by at least 12% each year.
We are looking to be the
‘hub’ for art and artists in

tions of art with an open
invitation to our community.
Getting those artists to

“The best advice I can offer to those
entering the custom framing industry
is to embrace the change and be
open to doing business in ways the
industry has never used before.”
–Ken Baur
our community. We already
have outside artists that
are scheduling classes and
workshops in our gallery,
and have had three rota-

frame with us is part of our
plan as well.”
According to Mr. Baur,
adaptability can be one’s

San Mateo, CA. produced by
Art Miami LLC. For information, visit: www.artsvfair.com
or call (305) 517-7977.
October 14–18: High
Point Market Week, High
Point, NC. For information,
visit: www.highpointmarket.
org or call (800) 874-6492.
October 19–22: 21st annual Boston International Fine
Art Show, the Cyclorama at
the Boston Center for the
Arts, Boston. Fusco & Four/
Ventures LLC. Visit the website: www.fineartboston.com
or phone (617) 363-0405.
October 19–22: Texas
Contemporary, George R.
Brown Convention Center,
Houston. Produced by Art
Market Productions. Visit:
www.txcontemporary.com or
call (212) 518-6912.
greatest asset. “The best
advice I can offer to those
entering the custom framing
industry is to embrace
change and be open to
doing business in ways the
industry has never used
before,” he concludes.
“That attitude, combined
with design talent, a desire
to serve clients, and a passion to create a well constructed product will ensure
that the custom framing industry will continue to be a
viable occupation for entrepreneurs.”

Koleen Kaffan is Managing
Editor of Art World News.
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WHAT’S HOT IN OPEN EDITIONS
Rustic World Map
“Rustic World Map” by
Marie-Elaine Cusson measures 36 by 24 inches and retails for $35. Call Roaring
Brook Art Company Inc., Tarrytown, NY, at (888) 779-9055
or: www.roaringbrookart.com.

Here are the
best selling prints
from the month of

March

California Cool–Drive
Coastal Mermaid II
“Coastal Mermaid II” by Jennifer Pugh
measures 12 by 16 inches and retails for
$16. Telephone Sagebrush Fine Art, Salt
Lake City, Utah, at (800) 643-7243 for
more details or visit the company’s website at: www.sagebrushfineart.com.

You Are Loved
“You Are Loved” by Andie Metz
measures 12 by12 inches and retails for $10. Phone SunDance
Graphics, Orlando, FL, at (800)
617-5532 for further information,
or go to the website located at:
www.sdgraphics.com.

“California Cool–Drive” by Chuck Brody
measures 27 by 20 inches and retails for
$50. Image available in multiples sizes. Telephone Rosenstiel’s, London, at (011-44)
207 352 3551, or go to the company’s
website located at: www.felixr.com.

Deep Sleep

Hues of Blue
“Hues
of
Blue” by Natalie Mikaels
measures 48
by 16 inches
and retails for
$50. Also available to resize and print on paper. For details, call Image Conscious, San Francisco, at (800) 532-2333, or go to the website: www.imageconscious.com.
PAGE 30

“Deep Sleep” by PH Burchett is an open
edition giclée measuring 36 by 18 inches,
retailing for $80. For further information, call
World Art Group in Richmond, VA, at (804)
213-0600, www.theworldartgroup.com.
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Quiet Moments
“Quiet Moments” by Carol Robinson
measures 20 by 20 inches and retails
for $20. For further information,
telephone Galaxy of Graphics, East
Rutherford, NJ, at (201) 806-2100
or go to the website located at:
www.galaxyofgraphics.com.

Here are the
best selling prints
from the month of

March

Fall Living Life

Black Dog Ski
“Black Dog Ski” by Mike Schick measures 22 by 28 inches and retails for $23.
For further information, telephone Wild
Apple in Woodstock, VT, at (800) 7568359 or go to the website located at:
www.wildapple.com.

Octopi on Indigo II

“Fall Living
Life” by Bonnie
Mohr
measures 12
by 16 inches
and retails for
$15. Phone
Penny Lane
Publishing,
located
in
New Carlisle,
Ohio,
at
(800) 2735263 or go
to the website at: www.pennylanepublishing.com.

Dream Big, Dare to Fail

“Octopi on Indigo II” by Gwen Babbitt
measures 12 by 12 inches and retails
for $10. Also available as print-on
-demand. For more information, call
Gango Editions, Portland, OR, at (800)
852-3662 or: www.gangoeditions.com.

2017 NCAA Final Four National Champions
“ 2 0 1 7
NCAA Final
Four National
Champions”
by
Lance
King has an
image that
measures 40
by 13 1/2 inches and a retail price of $30. Call Blakeway Worldwide Panoramas
Inc., located in Minnetonka, MN, at (800) 334-7266 for more information,
or go to the company’s website at: www.panoramas.com.
ART WORLD NEWS

“Dream Big, Dare to Fail” by 33 Broken
Bones measures 12 by 16 inches and retails
for $16. For more information, telephone
Bon Art, located in Norwalk, CT, at (203) 8458888, or visit the website located at:
www.bonartique.com.
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OPEN EDITION PRINTS
SunDance
Graphics

“Welcome to the
Lake II”
by Elizabeth Medley
Image Size:
18” x 18”
$20

407.240.1091

E-MAIL: sarah@sundancegraphics.com
9564 Delegates Dr., Building B, Orlando, FL 32837
www.sdgraphics.com www.sundancegraphics.com

Editions
Limited

“Technicolor Trees 1”
(One of a set of three)
by E. Loren Soderberg
Image size: 24” x 24”
$35
Available as POD on
paper and canvas.

800.228.0928

www.editionslimited.com
E-MAIL: customerservice@editionslimited.com

4090 Halleck Street, Emeryville, CA 94608

“All You Need Is Love”
by Balazs Solti
Image Size:
12” x 16”
$15
Available to resize and
print on canvas, acrylic,
aluminum, and bamboo.

800.532.2333
www.imageconscious.com

Image
Conscious

“Lap, Lap,
Nap, Nap”
by Beth A. Forst
Image Size: 27” x 27”
$35
Available to resize and
print on canvas, acrylic,
aluminum, and bamboo.

800.532.2333 www.imageconscious.com

Gango
Editions

Haddad’s
Fine Arts Inc.

“Octopi I”
by Gwen Babbitt
Image Size:
12” x 12”
$10
Also available as
POD in any size.

“Repose”
by E. Jarvis
Image Size: 26” x 26”
Also available as
a custom size giclée.

800.852.3662

www.gangoeditions.com

E-MAIL: info@gangoeditions.com
2187 NW Reed St., Portland, OR 97210-2104
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Image
Conscious

800.942.3323
Fax: 714.996.4153

www.haddadsfinearts.com

E-MAIL: cfskeen@haddadsfinearts.com
3855 E. Mira Loma Ave., Anaheim, CA 92806
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CLASSIFIEDS

Small Ad

BIGResults

Classified Advertising Works
To learn more about affordable
advertising rates in
Art World News magazine,
call John Haffey at 203.854.8566
or e-mail: jwhaffey@aol.com.
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